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Caleb&#039;s crossing
Books Plus for June

In Caleb?s Crossing, Pulitzer-Prize winner Geraldine Brooks
returns to the seventeenth century setting she captured so well in Year of Wonders, but this
time around she's chosen the New World for her location. The novel tells the story of a deep
friendship between a young Pilgrim servant girl, Bethia, and a member of the local Native
American tribe, Caleb Cheeshahteaumauck, who later became the first Native American to
graduate from Harvard.
Before becoming a novelist, Brooks was an investigative reporter who covered the
international beat. She brings her investigative and research skills to this novel, and a sense
of narrative developed by writing many pieces of journalism and several nonfiction books.
Please join us this Sunday as we discuss this novel with its historical American themes.
Here?s what the New York Times said about it: "Caleb?s Crossing could not be more
enlightening and involving. Beautifully written from beginning to end, it reconfirms Geraldine
Brooks? reputation as one of our most supple and insightful -novelists."
Books Plus meets the first Sunday of each month. All are welcome. Join the discussion or
simply come to listen.
No registration necessary. Drop in.
2 p.m., First Sundays
See the full summer schedule below. Read more »
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Year of Wonders and Caleb's Crossing

Year of Wonders is a book about the plague, but it is also so
much more than that. Anna lives in a small village in England in 1666. She has two small
children and a hard working husband. Despite her struggles with her relationship with her
father, and a new minister, things are generally going well for Anna. Unfortunately the true
history of the village, as discovered by Brooks, creates a tragic backdrop for Anna's fictional
life. First, Anna's husband dies in a mining accident, and to help ends meet, Anna takes in a
boarder from London. Shortly after this, her boarder suddenly dies, and people in her village
begin falling fatally sick. The death of Anna's husband is only the beginning of the upheaval
that Anna is to survive. Near the end of the book, everything that she has known was turned
up on its head.
Geraldine Brooks came upon a sign at the location of the village and did quite a bit of
research to create fictional characters and events. Though all the action takes place in the
small quarantined village, the language is lush and the characters vivid.
Read more »
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